Abstract. Certain types of database-backed web sites heavily utilize userdefined functions in SQL queries. Unfortunately, existing web proxy caching schemes can not handle these functions. In order to enable proxy caching for such web sites, we propose a template-based proxy caching framework, a function proxy, for table-valued functions. In our framework, function templates are registered with the proxy so that the proxy can answer new queries based on previously cached data in collaboration with the original web site. We identify a common class of function-embedded queries and present several active caching schemes for them. Our experiments with real web sites show the feasibility and usefulness of the function proxy. Additionally, we find that cache-intersecting queries may not be worth handling at the proxy and that containment-based active caching is efficient and practical.
Introduction
Traditionally, user-defined functions are employed in database applications that handle complex data, such as Geographical Information Systems and Computer Aided Design systems. With the proliferating use of the Web, certain types of databasebacked web sites also heavily utilize user-defined functions in answering user queries. While recent research ([1] , [13] , [14] ) has shown the usefulness of advanced web proxy caching for general database-backed web sites, their techniques are not directly applicable to web sites with function-embedded queries, which are queries with embedded calls to use-defined functions. Our goal in this paper is to explore proxycaching techniques for these function-embedded queries.
Function-embedded queries make their presence in applications for functionality extension, performance improvement, and user convenience. Take for example the nearest-neighbor query. First, application-specific distance functions are likely to fall out of the range of DBMS built-in functions. In such case, users must code their own functions and register the functions with the DBMS. Second, users can write their distance functions in a high-level programming language of their choice and employ optimization techniques based on their domain knowledge. As a result, the compiled Q. Luo and W. Xue and registered user-defined functions can run efficiently in queries. Last, other users can call the registered functions without knowing the implementation details of the functions, which is especially convenient for non-expert users.
The encapsulation feature of user-defined functions is convenient, but it poses challenges to a proxy that attempts to cache function-embedded queries. Specifically, without knowing the semantics of the user-defined functions, the proxy can only perform the traditional exact-match passive caching. Furthermore, even if a web site is willing to expose the text of its function-embedded queries as well as the code of its functions, the complexity of the functions and the platform-dependency of the implementations may force the proxy to resort to partial or full replication (and porting, if necessary) of the web site. For instance, the SkyServer web site [20] is mirrored in several countries.
Replication and mirroring is a viable solution for database-backed web sites with function-embedded queries. However, it requires significant amounts of resources for deployment and maintenance. Alternatively, we study if we can extend a proxy to perform active caching for function-embedded queries, in which the proxy not only services a function-embedded query that is an exact match to a previous one, but also services a query that can be answered by processing the results of previous queries. We term such a proxy a function proxy.
Active caching in a function proxy requires some semantic information about the functions and the function-embedded queries. We propose to use function templates to specify the semantics of user-defined functions as well as function-embedded query templates to define the types of queries that the proxy answers. These templates are a natural abstraction of the HTML forms for accepting user queries at the web site, the registered user-defined functions with parameters, and the parameterized queries programmed in the web site applications. They enable the proxy to decide on whether and how to cache the query results and to answer new queries by processing the previous results. They also allow the proxy to optimize its cache organization and its limited query processing logic accordingly.
The query processing logic in a function proxy depends on the properties of the templates as well as the caching scheme. More specifically, the proxy needs semantic information of the templates to determine the method to check query containment and overlapping relationships between a new query and a cached query. It needs the same information to answer a cache-contained query from the cache, and it needs further collaboration from the original web site to answer a cache-intersecting query.
We focus our study on table-valued functions (which return a set of tuples) as opposed to scalar functions (which return a scalar value), because the special properties of the former bring additional challenges as well as opportunities for active caching in our function proxy. For instance, compared with a single value returned by a scalar function, the multiple result tuples of a table-valued function consumes more network resource for shipping, but accumulates more data for future query answering.
In addition to designing our function proxy and active caching schemes, we study the issues of proxy caching for user-defined functions in real systems. This is because user-defined functions have application-specific semantics, and caching for such
